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TIP SHEETTIP SHEET
FRANCE - 24th September 2020

R1 - LYON-PARILLY | 17:55 | EUR €10,000 |  PRIX SERGE MAILLARD

22 SMART LADY
Went down by half a length to nish second at this track over 2000m in most recent effort.
Winning chance.

66 DANSE A RIO
Six-year-old gelding who drops in journey since latest outing at Montier-En-Der when second,
finishing 3.5 lengths off the winner. Looks a strong contender.

55 MEISHO FELICITY
Has a solid record at the trip, scoring last time over 2400 at Divonne. Impressed last start and
can go on with it.

11 TARCENAY
Been a while since his last win and has a bit to nd on recent form to be competitive here. Will
appreciate the additional journey and could have a better run.

44 WIN BOY
Well in the market last but ran well below best when a 4.5 lengths fth over 2650m at Auch.
Rates well and can break through if finds best.

R2 - LYON-PARILLY | 18:25 | EUR €15,000 |  LA FLECHE

22 SESTILIO JET
Returns here after nishing sixth over 1000m at Deauville before a four months break. Rates well
while resuming in this easier grade and can kick off with a strong run.

33 BIG BOOTS
Has been a long time since a win but not far away, the latest when 2 lengths third at Deauville.
Close to breaking through and ranks among the leading chances.

66 BONARDA
Last start fell just short of victory when narrowly beaten a long neck second at Fontainebleau.
Should be nice and fit. Overdue for a win. Likes the distance. Main contender.

44 KENTISH WALTZ
Has been close up in recent runs including a last start second over 1000m at Deauville when only
0.8 lengths from the winner. Overdue and can find best here.

77 MORNING BASMA
Latest ran in sixth over 1200m at Deauville, rarely winning with just one success from 16 starts.
Rates well and is among the chances.

R3 - LYON-PARILLY | 18:55 | EUR €14,000 |  PRIX DES CORDELIERS

11 TWO THANK YOUS
Finished off last campaign with 2.25 lengths third over 1400m at Moulins. Rates strongly and
looks one of the leading chances.

55 BALLET QUEEN
Three-year-old lly facing the starter for the rst time. By leading Dubawi who was purchased for
GNS 1,200,000 (Tattersalls 2018 October Yearling Sale Book 1) out of Group 2 winning dam
Giants Play. Has the pedigree so take on trust and

44 ALL TIME HIGH
Form since resuming has been disappointing, last start ran in fth over 1800m at Baden Baden.
Disappointing latest but looks a place hope.

66 DUNE DE CERISY
Went forward on debut over 2000m at Munich but faded and missed the frame. Open to further
improvement. Expected to be competitive.

33 KIAZ APAPA
Gelding by Dabirsim from the dam Aki Anyasova who makes debut. Tough test for rst outing
and tempted to watch him this time.

R4 - LYON-PARILLY | 19:25 | EUR €42,000 |  CRITERIUM DE LYON

22 DARKNESS
Had a streak of wins broken last time out when fourth at Longchamp but is capable of bouncing
back here. Looks the one to beat.

66 EUPHORIA
Followed up a win at La Teste De Buch with a close second last start at Deauville only beaten one
length. Must come into consideration on current form.

44 COLOSSEO
Made an ideal start to his career, scoring a debut win at this track. Sets the standard here in this
small field.

77 MISS LOUNA
Has been racing well in recent times including a win two starts back at Clairefontaine before
running second at Clairefontaine last start. Each way chance.

99 EVER PINK
Shed maiden tag two starts back and then took on group company last time out and measured
up well beaten only 5.5 lengths. Rates highly here if repeating that form.
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R5 - LYON-PARILLY | 20:07 | EUR €12,000 |  PRIX WOLFRAM

22 ANOTHER PLANET
Disappointed last time when well beaten to nish seventh beaten by 6 lengths over 1800m at
Marseilles Borely. Can improve sharply.

33 METALLICA STAR
Handy lly racing in good form, nished mid eld last time when fourth but beaten only one
length over 1600m. Racing well and rates among the top chances.

66 COEUR MACEN
Resumed over 1400m and missed the placings when a 6 length fourth at Clairefontaine. Rates
highly and expected to improve sharply. Fitter for the run and expected to be in the nish this
time.

88 YOUNG MAN
Yet to break through this campaign but hasn't been far away including a last start fth over
1900m at Deauville All Weather. Ticking along nicely so don't discount in this.

11 JACQUES COEUR
Has been in the market but safely held at last couple of starts, the latest nishing tenth at La
Teste De Buch. Has the ability and is among the chances.

R6 - LYON-PARILLY | 20:42 | EUR €12,000 |  PRIX DE CROIX-LUIZET

1111 AMERICAN DAISY
Beaten by a nose when second at Moulins on 2200m in latest effort. Looks a good chance on
that form.

11 RAJELINE
This preparation only missed the place once. Last start third at this track when well in the market.
Not far from winner in her latest effort and rates highly here.

1010 KARYNIA
Doesn't win often and last win was about 18 months ago. Latest when a 3.5 lengths fourth over
2000m at this track. Rates higher in this field and expected to be in the finish.

33 BRANDY EYES
Finished fourth last start over 2000m at Divonne. Rarely wins, with just 2 successes from 24
starts. Rates highly on best form and expected to measure up.

88 LA FIBROSSI After a good effort two back was below best latest when tenth over 2000m at Compiegne.

R7 - LYON-PARILLY | 21:17 | EUR €15,000 |  PRIX DU PADDOCK

1212 SANTAFLORINE
Honest lly who has a career place strike rate of almost 50%. Last start nished a narrow second
over 2600m at Vichy. Hard to go past.

88 ANALEON Racing second up. Hasn't drawn the best gate for this but still looks a winning hope.

1515 DHANGADHI
Finished a close second at Divonne over 2400m in latest outing as even-money favourite. Will
take beating.

1414 LADY ARKADINA
Brought up fourth career win two back but missed the frame last time when fth over 2000m at
Salon-De-Provence. Strong last time and looks a leading hope.

1111 ART OF FUSION
Five-year-old gelding who won last time at this distance, winning by 0.3 lengths at Divonne. Rates
highly and on top record at this trip will go close again.

R8 - LYON-PARILLY | 21:52 | EUR €14,000 |  PRIX DES TRIBUNES

77 ROUGE DESIR
Eight-year-old gelding who was a long neck winner over 2400m at Clairefontaine last time. Rates
highly and on top record at this trip expected to run well.

66 JASHPUR
Seasoned galloper overdue a win but hasn't broken through for more than a year. Wasn't far
away last time when second at Divonne. Close to breaking through and ranks among the leading
chances.

1010 DARLING DE LOIRE
Doesn't win often and last win was nearly two and a half years ago. Latest when a 2 length fth
over 2400m at Clairefontaine. Has the ability and can run a forward race.

44 LUDWIG LEOPOLD
Last start winner at Nancy after some recent good results. Should be competitive this start, is a
top chance.

1515 BELLE CITY
Disappointing last time when 9 lengths 12th at Saint Cloud and still a maiden after 16 runs.
Rates strongly this company and can feature on best form.


